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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Choroid Plexus Calcification Correlates with Cortical
Microglial Activation in Humans: A Multimodal PET, CT, MRI

Study
T. Butler, X.H. Wang, G.C. Chiang, Y. Li, L. Zhou, K. Xi, N. Wickramasuriya, E. Tanzi, E. Spector, I. Ozsahin,

X. Mao, Q.R. Razlighi, E.K. Fung, J.P. Dyke, T. Maloney, A. Gupta, A. Raj, D.C. Shungu, P.D. Mozley,
H. Rusinek, and L. Glodzik

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The choroid plexus (CP) within the brain ventricles is well-known to produce cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF). Recently, the CP has been recognized as critical in modulating inflammation. MRI–measured CP enlargement has been
reported in neuroinflammatory disorders like MS as well as with aging and neurodegeneration. The basis of MRI–measured CP
enlargement is unknown. On the basis of tissue studies demonstrating CP calcification as a common pathology associated with
aging and disease, we hypothesized that previously unmeasured CP calcification contributes to MRI–measured CP volume and may
be more specifically associated with neuroinflammation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:We analyzed 60 subjects (43 healthy controls and 17 subjects with Parkinson’s disease) who underwent
PET/CT using 11C-PK11195, a radiotracer sensitive to the translocator protein expressed by activated microglia. Cortical inflammation
was quantified as nondisplaceable binding potential. Choroid plexus calcium was measured via manual tracing on low-dose CT
acquired with PET and automatically using a new CT/MRI method. Linear regression assessed the contribution of choroid plexus
calcium, age, diagnosis, sex, overall volume of the choroid plexus, and ventricle volume to cortical inflammation.

RESULTS: Fully automated choroid plexus calcium quantification was accurate (intraclass correlation coefficient with manual
tracing ¼ .98). Subject age and choroid plexus calcium were the only significant predictors of neuroinflammation.

CONCLUSIONS: Choroid plexus calcification can be accurately and automatically quantified using low-dose CT and MRI. Choroid
plexus calcification—but not choroid plexus volume—predicted cortical inflammation. Previously unmeasured choroid plexus calcium
may explain recent reports of choroid plexus enlargement in human inflammatory and other diseases. Choroid plexus calcification
may be a specific and relatively easily acquired biomarker for neuroinflammation and choroid plexus pathology in humans.

ABBREVIATIONS: AD ¼ Alzheimer disease; BMI ¼ body mass index; BPnd ¼ nondisplaceable binding potential; CP ¼ choroid plexus; HU ¼ Hounsfield units;
ICC ¼ intraclass correlation coefficient; PD ¼ Parkinson disease; PK ¼ 11C-PK11195; TSPO ¼ translocator protein

The choroid plexus (CP), a highly vascularized filamentous
structure within the brain ventricular system, is well-known

to produce CSF. Recently, additional, important CP functions

have been recognized, including the regulation of inflammation.
The CP both initiates and modulates neuroinflammation, and CP
dysfunction is considered highly relevant to the pathophysiology
of disorders characterized by excess inflammation such as MS1-6

and Alzheimer disease (AD)7-9 as well as normal aging.10

Unlike virtually all brain parenchymal structures, which atro-
phy in association with aging and dysfunction, CP enlargement
appears to be pathologic, and recent MRI studies have demon-
strated larger CP volume in patients with neuropsychiatric disor-
ders, including MS,4-6 AD,7,8 depression,11 and stroke,12 and
normal aging.10 The basis of CP enlargement remains uncertain,
but on the basis of postmortem and animal studies, it has been
posited to relate to CP basement membrane thickening and
fibrous stroma expansion with protein, inflammatory cells, and
deposition of metal, in particular calcium.13-16 While most of
these CP components are detectable and quantifiable only through
direct examination of tissue, the assessment of calcium using in
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vivo neuroimaging is relatively simple because of its vastly higher
photon attenuation compared with water and brain, making it eas-
ily visible on CT.

For decades, CP calcification has been recognized as a normal
phenomenon, with gradually increasing calcification noted with
increasing age. CP calcification may have been the first age-related
brain change ever detected in living humans. In 1930, Cornelius
Dyke, considered the world’s first neuroradiologist, noticed that
CP calcification on skull radiographs was rare in children but com-
mon in the elderly.17 This finding was demonstrated in 1980 using
CT.18 Markedly increased calcification of the CP, basal ganglia,
and other brain structures in association with neuropsychiatric
decline constitutes the still-poorly-understood and underdiag-
nosed syndrome of Fahr disease.19 CP calcification has received
less research attention in recent years, in large part because MRI,
with its submillimeter spatial resolution and lack of radiation has
supplanted CT as the technique of choice for human neuroimag-
ing research, and the variable signal of calcium on typical MRI
makes calcium quantification on MRI challenging20,21 (though
novel quantitative susceptibility mapping sequences under devel-
opment may, in the future, support MRI quantification of calcium
with an accuracy approaching that of CT22).

To our knowledge, decades-old recognition of increasing CP
calcification with aging and certain diseases has not been linked
to the more recent understanding that CP has important roles
beyond CSF production, in particular the regulation of neuroin-
flammation.1-6 Neuroinflammation can currently be measured in
vivo in humans using PET with radiotracers sensitive to the
translocator protein (TSPO) expressed by activated microglia, the
resident immune cell type of the brain.23-25 Increased regional
TSPO PET signal has been demonstrated in a number of human
neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative disorders.23,25 However,
despite the development of several new TSPO radiotracers during
the past 15 years, there remain significant challenges associated with
TSPO PET implementation, quantification, and interpretation,
motivating research to identify additional biomarkers for neuroin-
flammation appropriate for human use.25,26 Intriguingly, 2 recent
PET studies showed that cortical TSPO expression correlated with
MRI–measured CP volume in patients with MS6 and depression.11

On the basis of neuropathologic evidence that calcium deposition is
associated with CP basement membrane thickening and fibrous
stroma expansion in aging and disease,13-16 we wondered whether
this correlation between CP volume and TSPO PET–measured neu-
roinflammation could be due to calcium. If so, CP calcium, which is
easily detectable using CT, could represent a simple biomarker of
neuroinflammation.

We, therefore, took a multimodal imaging approach, combin-
ing CT, MRI, and TSPO PET to measure the relationship
between CP calcium and cortical neuroinflammation in a con-
venience sample of subjects (healthy controls and patients with
Parkinson disease [PD]) who had undergone PET using the
TSPO radiotracer 11C-PK11195 (PK) at our institution and who
had agreed to their data being included in a local neuroimage
repository.

We developed an automated method for measuring CP calcium
volume using low-dose CT (routinely acquired during PET/CT
studies) and MRI, which we validated against semimanual tracing.

We hypothesized that the volume of calcium within the CP would
be an independent predictor of PET-measured neuroinflammation.

Although the purpose of this study was to assess the contribu-
tion of CP calcium to cortical neuroinflammation as a general
phenomenon, rather than as a function of disease, we also assessed
the possible effects of the diagnosis (PD or control) on CP cal-
cium, TSPO PET, and their interaction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Subjects (n ¼ 60) who underwent PK PET for several different
studies conducted on a single PET/CT scanner between 2013 and
2019 were included in this analysis. This was a convenience sam-
ple based on available scan data. Subjects were either healthy con-
trols (n ¼ 43) or had been diagnosed with PD without dementia
(n ¼ 17) on the basis of standard criteria.27 Most subjects with
PD were taking $1 medication for PD. Healthy subjects were
free from serious medical or neurologic disease including sub-
stance abuse. Common medical conditions in older subjects such
as hypertension and hypercholesteremia and medications to treat
these conditions were not exclusionary. No subjects were taking
anti-inflammatory medication. All subjects provided informed con-
sent to participate in a disease-focused research study and for their
data to be included in a registry for future analyses such as this one.

PET and MR Image Acquisition
PET images were acquired during 1 hour in list mode, starting at
the time of injection of �370 MBq of PK on a Biograph PET/CT
scanner (Siemens) (voxel size: 1.0182� 1.0182� 2.025 mm3).
Low-dose CT was acquired immediately before the PET acquisi-
tion (voxel size: 0.488 � 0.488 � 1.5mm3). 3D volumetric T1-
weighted BRAVO (GE Healthcare) (voxel size: 0.9375 � 0.9375 �
1.5 mm3) or MPRAGE (voxel size: 1 mm3 isotropic) MR images
were acquired using a Discovery MR750 (GE Healthcare) or Tim
Trio 3T (Siemens) scanner, respectively.

PET Image Processing
PET images were reconstructed into 22 frames and motion-cor-
rected using MCFLIRT28 (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
MCFLIRT) in FSL (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).29 Nondisplaceable
binding potential (BPnd) images reflecting the concentration of
TSPO expressed by activated microglia, irrespective of tracer
delivery and blood flow, were generated from dynamic PET using
a multilinear reference tissue model30 implemented in the freely
available software package FireVoxel (https://firevoxel.org). The
reference tissue time-activity curve was identified via optimized
supervised cluster analysis,31 which is considered the method of
choice for analyzing PK PET scans.32

MR Image Processing
FreeSurfer, Version 7 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu),33 was
used to segment MR images for 3 purposes: to define the bilateral
cortical ROI as well as other regions for quantifying PET signal; to
segment the bilateral lateral ventricles for the automated calcium-
quantification method described below; and to quantify CP and lat-
eral ventricle volume to be included as predictors of cortical
inflammation. For this latter purpose, CP and ventricular volumes
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were divided by each subject’s whole-brain volume, calculated
using SPM 12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12),
to account for head size. To quantify inflammation (average
BPnd) over the cortical ROI, each subject’s T1-weighted MRI was
linearly coregistered to his or her summed PET image with rigid
body transformation in FSL.29 ROIs were transformed to PET
space with the inverse transformation matrix from the coregistra-
tion step and eroded 1mm in-plane to minimize partial volume
effects.

Semimanual Quantification of CP Calcium on CT
Using FireVoxel, CT images were windowed at width ¼ 100
Hounsfield units (HU) and level ¼ 50 HU to clearly visualize CP
calcifications, which typically have a signal of .100 HU.34 3D
ROIs of CP calcification within all horns of the bilateral lateral
ventricles were drawn using an electronic paint brush on contigu-
ous axial images. ROIs were then thresholded at 60 HU to
exclude any noncalcified voxels. Semimanual tracing was per-
formed by one rater on a random subset of scans (n¼ 44).

Automated Quantification of CP Calcium Using
MRI and CT
T1 MRI and FreeSurfer segmentations were coregistered to CT
using rigid transformation with the Advanced Normalization
Tools software package (http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/).35 An
ROI mask consisting of the bilateral CPs and the posterior por-
tion of the bilateral lateral ventricles (posterior to the most ante-
rior extent of the CP) was generated. Excluding the most anterior
portion of this mask prevented erroneous misidentification of
parenchymal voxels as calcified and was found to improve corre-
lation with manual tracing. Voxels with Hounsfield units of
.100 within this combined CP/posterior lateral ventricle mask
were used as seeds to build a weighted image based on the inten-
sity difference. This weighted image was segmented into back-
ground and foreground using the fast marching method.36

Clusters from the segmentation were then divided into 2 groups
using k-means clustering,37 and the one with higher signal was
selected as the calcified CP voxels.

Statistical Analyses
Analyses were performed in SPSS, Version 26 (IBM). Results
were considered significant at P, .05.

Subject demographic factors were summarized using means
and SDs. Although between-group differences were not the
focus of this study, possible demographic differences between
subjects with PD and controls were assessed using 2-sample t
test (age) and x 2 test (sex).

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) assessed agree-
ment between semimanual and automated CP calcium volumes.

Multiple linear regression was used to assess the contribution
of CP calcium, CP overall volume, ventricle volume, age, sex,
body mass index (BMI; previously shown to affect TSPO PET38),
and diagnosis (control or PD) to the dependent variable of cortical
BPnd. Because disease effects on these measures are unknown, we
also assessed whether the interaction between diagnosis and any
of these variables contributed significantly to cortical BPnd.

In exploratory analyses using Mann-Whitney tests, we assessed
whether any measured neuroimaging parameters differed between
subjects with PD and controls.

RESULTS
Subject Demographics
Subjects (n ¼ 60) ranged in age from 23 to 78 (mean, 57.0 [SD,
14.3]) years and included 24 (40%) women. The 2 types of sub-
jects included in our convenience sample (PD [n ¼ 17] and con-
trol [n ¼ 43]) did not differ significantly by age, sex, or BMI.
Details of subject demographics are presented in the Online
Supplemental Data.

Comparison between Semimanual and Automated CP
Calcium Measurements
There was excellent absolute agreement between semimanual and
automated calciummeasurements (ICC¼ 0.982, F[43, 43]¼ 71.42,
P, .001). On the basis of this agreement, for all subsequent analy-
ses, CP calcium refers to the automated value. Figure 1 shows an
example of CP semimanual and automated segmentation.

Association of CP Calcium, CP Overall Volume, Ventricle
Volume, Age, Sex, BMI, and Diagnosis with Cortical BPnd
A multiple regression model (R2 ¼ 0.298, adjusted R2 ¼
0.203 F[7, 52] ¼ 3.15, P ¼ .008; details provided in the Table and
Fig 2) showed that only age (P ¼ .017) and CP calcium (P ¼ .017)
were significant predictors of cortical BPnd. Neither CP volume,
ventricle volume, sex, nor diagnosis (control versus PD) was a

FIG 1. Example of CP calcification segmentation. A, Axial section
from a low-dose CT acquired with PET/CT shows CP calcification in
the occipital horn of the lateral ventricles bilaterally. B, Semimanually
traced CP calcification is shown in yellow; fully-automated segmenta-
tion, in blue; and the overlap, in green. C, Magnified view of B shows
close correspondence between semimanual and automated CP calci-
fication segmentation.
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significant predictor of cortical BPnd, and no interaction
terms were significant.

Exploratory Group Differences
As shown in the Online Supplemental Data, there were no significant
differences in the neuroimaging parameters of interest (CP calcium
volume, CP overall volume, PK PET cortical BPnd) between subjects
with PD and controls, though there was a nonsignificant trend (P ¼
.078) for subjects with PD to have greater cortical BPnd than con-
trols. BPnd in other brain regions also did not differ between subjects
with PD and controls (all P. .1). These results are shown in the
Online Supplemental Data, along with an example of a PK PET scan
with normal findings illustrating typical regional TSPO expression.

DISCUSSION
We show that the volume of calcium
within CP—but not CP overall vol-
ume—is associated with TSPO PET–
measured cortical neuroinflammation
and provides a method for accurately
and automatically measuring CP cal-
cium volume using MRI and low-
dose CT. This method was highly
congruent (ICC ¼ 0.98) with the gold
standard of manual tracing. We dis-
cuss implications of these findings as
well as important limitations.

CP CalcificationMay Account for
Prior Findings of CP Enlargement in
Association with
Neuroinflammatory Disease
Our results shed light on the basis of
pathologic CP enlargement increasingly
recognized in association with human
inflammatory and neurodegenerative
diseases.6-8,10,11 It is possible that
unmeasured CP calcium can explain
prior findings of CP enlargement in
human aging and disease, including
highly relevant recent findings of CP
enlargement in association with TSPO
PET–measured inflammation in MS
and depression.6,11 Additional work,
including studies linking in vivo or ex
vivo neuroimaging of the human CP to
direct tissue assessment, would be
needed to determine more precisely the
contribution of calcium and other CP
histologic features to MRI–measured
volume of the CP and its relation with
neuroinflammation. It will also be im-
portant to determine whether our find-
ing that CP calcification but not CP
overall volume predicts cortical TSPO
expression, which we have demon-
strated in subjects without known neu-
roinflammatory disease, holds true in

subjects with more prominent neuroinflammation as occurs in
MS.

CP Calcification as a Potential Biomarker for
Neuroinflammation
Assessing neuroinflammation in humans is challenging, and cur-
rent methods are limited to TSPO PET, which has well-known lim-
itations, including a low SNR and poor availability outside
academic medical centers.25,26 Our finding that CP calcification cor-
related significantly with cortical TSPO expression, coupled with
our automated method for quantifying CP calcification using low-
dose CT, suggests the potential for CP calcification to serve as a rel-
atively easily acquired biomarker or proxy for neuroinflammation.

FIG 2. Partial regression plot showing the relation of CP calcium to PK BPnd in 60 subjects when
controlling for the other variables (CP overall volume, ventricle volume, age, sex, BMI, and diagno-
sis [PD or control]).

Linear regression model predicting cortical BPnd in 60 subjectsa

Variable Unstandardized b Standardized b P Value
CP calcium volume 2.77E–5 0.324 .017
Age 0.001 0.336 .017
CP volume –1.78E–5 –0.256 .181
Ventricle volume 4.97E-7 0.219 .230
Sex 0.006 0.127 .310
BMI –0.001 –0.145 .267
Diagnosis (control or PD) 0.002 0.041 .751

a Only CP calcium and age were significant predictors.
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Because our results are based on a convenience sample of subjects
and do not include subjects with overt neuroinflammatory dis-
ease, additional work would be needed to determine whether CP
calcification correlates with TSPO PET in diseases associated
with more severe neuroinflammation like MS. It would also be
important to determine whether CP calcification changes in
response to anti-inflammatory therapy. While brain calcium
deposits are often considered permanent and life-long, a recent
study using [18F]-NaF PET showed that the calcium in the CP
may be uniquely metabolically active and potentially dynamic.39

Furthermore, parenchymal calcification associated with neonatal
toxoplasmosis has been shown to diminish with antimicrobial
treatment.40

CP Calcification Explains Interindividual Variability in
TSPO PET
Wide and unexplained interindividual variability in TSPO PET is
a known limitation of this technique, making detection of dis-
ease-specific alterations challenging.25,26 Our multiple regression
model including age and CP calcium explained 30% of the vari-
ability in cortical TSPO expression. While this explanatory power
may seem modest, it is similar to the effect of the TSPO gene
rs6971 polymorphism that defines high-, low-, and mixed-affinity
binders in studies using second-generation TSPO PET tracers
(but not studies like this one using the first-generation tracer
PK).41,42 Studies using second-generation TSPO tracers must ge-
netically screen all subjects because accounting for this polymor-
phism is essential for data interpretation. Similarly, accounting
for CP calcification would be expected to reduce unexplained var-
iability in TSPO PET studies, improving interpretability and facil-
itating detection of effects of interest.

No Significant Differences between Subjects with PD and
Controls
Although not the focus of this study, in exploratory analyses, we
assessed CP calcification, CP volume, and cortical neuroinflamma-
tion in subjects with PD compared with controls and did not find
any significant differences. Normal CP volume in PD is in accord
with 1 prior study.8 There was a trend (P ¼ .078) for subjects with
PD to have greater cortical TSPO expression than controls. Prior
TSPO PET studies of PD have provided variable results: Some
show increased TSPO expression in regions including the cortex,
basal ganglia, and midbrain compared with controls,43,44 though
others show no significant differences.45 Current negative results
in this relatively small sample of subjects with PD cannot resolve
the controversy over this issue. Our finding that subject diagnosis
did not affect the correlation between CP calcification and cortical
neuroinflammation suggests that this correlation may be a general
phenomenon, potentially broadly relevant in human health and
disease. Additional work in larger and more diagnostically diverse
groups of subjects is needed.

Usefulness of Low-Dose CT Acquired with PET to Measure
CP Calcification
Because most human PET studies are currently performed using
PET/CT machines, an association of CP calcification with any type
of PET-measured molecular information can be assessed with no
additional cost or radiation exposure. For example, CP dysfunction

has been posited to play an early etiologic role in AD.7-9 Whether
CP calcification predicts AD protein deposition could be assessed
using existing longitudinal neuroimage repositories if the CT por-
tion of the PET/CT were recognized as valuable and made available.

Limitations
This study has several important limitations.

This is a cross-sectional study demonstrating a correlation
between CP calcification and cortical neuroinflammation. Results
suggest that CP calcification, which is simple to measure, could
serve as a biomarker for cortical inflammation, which is much
more difficult to measure. However, this study cannot clarify cau-
sality, the mechanism linking these 2 measures, nor whether
increased cortical TSPO expression may be detrimental or benefi-
cial. While PET-measured TSPO expression has traditionally
been considered to reflect an activated, proinflammatory, detri-
mental microglial phenotype termed M2 (versus a resting M1
phenotype associated with the maintenance of homeostasis), it is
now recognized that this bimodal scheme is an oversimplification
and that microglial phenotypes and functions cannot be fully
characterized using a probe for a single molecule.46 A recent
study using an animal model of Fahr disease found that activated
microglia were beneficial in regulating calcification and preventing
neurodegeneration.47 The question of whether such homeostatic
interplay between microglia and calcification occurs in humans
and whether it may be altered in diseases such as MS and AD asso-
ciated with microglial dysfunction1-6,48 requires additional longitu-
dinal study.

Another limitation of this study is that TSPO is expressed in
the brain not just by microglia but by several cell types including
other brain macrophages, astrocytes, vascular endothelial cells, and
possibly neurons.24,49,50 Meningeal macrophages51 bordering the
cortical ROI in this study may contribute to the cortical signal.
Because of these limitations of TSPO PET imaging, there is intense
interest in identifying new neuroimaging methods to quantify neu-
roinflammation in vivo in humans.24-26 However, currently, TSPO
PET remains the only available research option, and we apply opti-
mal image processing and analysis methods in this study.32

It is a limitation that our analysis is retrospective and based
on a relatively small convenience sample of heterogeneous sub-
jects (controls and subjects with PD) scanned for different proj-
ects and that we did not include subjects with a definite
neuroinflammatory disease like MS. Future prospective studies
including additional patient populations are needed to determine
whether the association of CP calcification with cortical TSPO
expression that we have demonstrated holds true when the range
of neuroinflammation across subjects is greater. Replication and
extension of our findings in greater numbers of subjects and in
different disease states is necessary and would be facilitated by
the inclusion of the CT portion of PET/CT studies in public neu-
roimage repositories. Our results show that information about
CP calcification present in low-dose CT is valuable and should
not be discarded.

CONCLUSIONS
CP calcification volume can be reliably quantified using semima-
nual tracing on low-dose CT acquired with PET/CT and fully
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automatically using our new, accurate (ICC with semimanual
tracing ¼ 0.98) CT/MRI method. CP calcification and age—but
not overall CP volume—significantly predicted PK PET-meas-
ured cortical neuroinflammation in this study. CP calcification is
a relatively easily assessed, previously overlooked potential bio-
marker for neuroinflammation and CP pathology.
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